Abstract Pairs trading strategy has a history of at least 30 years in the stock market and is one of the most common trading strategies used today due to its understandability. Recently, Yamamoto and Hibiki [13] studied optimal pairs trading strategy using a new approach under actual fund management conditions, such as transaction costs, discrete rebalance intervals, finite investment horizons and so on. However, this approach cannot solve the problem of multiple pairs because this problem is formulated as a large scale simulation based non-continuous optimization problem. In this research, we formulate a model to solve an optimal pairs trading strategy problem using multiple pairs under actual fund management conditions. Furthermore, we propose a heuristic algorithm based on a derivative free optimization (DFO) method for solving this problem efficiently.
Introduction
Pairs trading strategy has been applied for at least 30 years in the stock market and currently among the most commonly used trading strategies because of its understandability (Vidyamurthy [11] ).
Known as a statistical arbitrage, pairs trading strategy analyzes the difference between two stock prices. The investor selects two correlated stocks and monitors the difference (or spread) between their stock prices. When the spread is wider than a certain threshold, the investor buys the undervalued(i.e. the lower-priced) stock and sells the overvalued(i.e. the higher-priced) stock, because the spread should eventually converge to a normal level. After convergence, the trade is closed out by taking opposite positions in the stocks.
As an example, Figure 1 shows the spread of Toyota Motor and Toyota Industries in 2012. Here, the spread is the difference between two logarithmic prices. The solid line indicates the spread, while the dotted and broken lines show the strategy's opening and closing thresholds, specified as 1.0 and 0.3 standard deviations from the mean, respectively.
According to this figure, the spread is mean-reverting. The investor bought the stock of Toyota Industries and sold the stock of Toyota Motor when the spread reached 0.39 (exceeding the opening threshold) on May 16. The investor unwound this position when the spread converged to 0.36 (within the closing threshold) on June 11 and, thus, received a 3%(0.39 − 0.36) return.
The profit obtained from the pairs trading strategy derives from the cointegration of two stock prices. Cointegration is a statistical property. Stocks are said to be cointegrated when their individual price processes are nonstationary, while the price process of their com- mon portfolio is stationary. The pairs trading strategy is successful because cointegration incorporates mean reversion into the spread.
The theoretical and empirical aspects of pairs trading have been extensively studied. In a theoretical evaluation, Elliott et al. [3] indicated that the above-discussed trading scheme, with reference to the spread and threshold positions, optimizes the pair trading strategy. They also optimized the threshold by considering the statistical property of cointegrated pairs.
Mudchanatongsuk et al. [8] stochastically represented the spread process and formulated the pairs trading problem as a stochastic optimal control problem. They then optimized the holding weight by solving the corresponding HJM equation in a closed form in a continuous time setting. This approach was refined by Tourin and Yan [10] , who optimized the holding weight when investors make unsymmetrical long/short positions. Yamada and Primbs [12] formulated an optimal pairs trading weight using multiple pairs as a conditional meanvariance model. They solved the model in a closed form and demonstrated its efficiency.
In empirical evaluation, Gatev et al. [4] tested a traditional pairs trading strategy on real stock market data in the United States. They calculated the opening threshold as two times standard deviations from the mean using daily historical price data, and constructed a position when the spread diverges by more than the opening threshold. They backtested the strategy from 1996 to 2002 and showed its efficiency. Various stock markets have been analyzed similarly [1, 5] .
Recently, Yamamoto and Hibiki [13] studied an optimal pairs trading strategy using a new approach that is located between theoretical and empirical studies. From a theoretical perspective, they defined a spread process as a stochastic process and generated simulation paths using a Monte Carlo simulation. Next, they developed an optimal pairs trading strategy under actual fund management conditions, such as threshold trading rules, transaction costs, discrete rebalance intervals, and finite investment horizons from an empirical perspective. The optimization problem was formulated as a large-scale simulation based non-continuous optimization problem. Because this problem cannot be solved exactly, Yamamoto and Hibiki [13] employed a heuristic mathematical programming approach called derivative free optimization (DFO), which yielded a nearly exact optimal solution.
However, although the proposed approach optimizes the opening/closing thresholds of a single pair, it cannot handle multiple pairs because the DFO method cannot treat a multitude of variables. In actual investment management, fund managers usually handle 1,000 million yen or more. A single-pair trading strategy incurs problems such as market impact costs, liquidity constraints, and inappropriate fund management, so multiple-pairs trading is required. The optimal solution of single-pair trading strategy might be suboptimal in the multiple-pairs trading strategy adopted by actual fund managers.
In this paper, we attempt to optimize the multiple-pairs trading strategy problem. We formulate this problem as a combination of finding an optimal threshold for each pair and deciding an optimal holding weight. This formulation extends the standard pairs trading strategy of Gatev et al. [4] and is easily understood by investors.
Our paper makes two original contributions to the field: 1. Consider the optimal pairs trading strategy under actual investment management conditions No previous model has optimized the pairs trading strategy using a threshold rule under actual investment management conditions. However, such a model is most commonly followed by practitioners. This paper formulates the model and discusses the characteristics of the optimal pairs trading strategy. 2. Propose a DFO-based algorithm for solving large-scale simulation based noncontinuous optimization problems The proposed problem is formulated as a large-scale simulation based non-continuous optimization problem. The DFO method efficiently and accurately solves problems with few variables but cannot properly handle 10 or more variables. We resolve this problem by proposing an efficient heuristic algorithm. This paper is organized as follows. Referring to Mudchanatongsuk et al. [8] , we explain our problem in Section 2 and formulate it as a large-scale simulation based noncontinuous optimization. Section 3 presents the characteristics of the optimal solutions, revealed through computational experiments, and proposes two algorithms that reduce computational load. Section 4 presents a sensitivity analysis of the model parameters. In Section 5, we propose and validate a heuristic algorithm that improves the efficiency of the DFO method. Concluding remarks are presented in Section 6.
Formulation 2.1. Spread process
Following Mudchanatongsuk et al. [8] and Yamamoto and Hibiki [13] , we formulate the spread process as a stochastic process. Fund managers consider investing their money in N spreads X i , i = 1, 2, . . . , N and a risk-free asset M . Each spread consists of two stocks A i , B i , i = 1, 2, . . . , N , giving 2N stocks in the investable set. However, the same stocks may be used at different spreads. First, we describe the stock B i and the risk-free asset M at time t as follows:
where r is the risk-free rate, µ i is the expected return of stock B i , σ i is the standard deviation of stock B i , and Z i (t) denotes standard Brownian motion. Let X i be the spread process as a logarithmic difference between stocks A i and B i , and we assume that the spread follows an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Then, we have 
At time t, the value of portfolio V (t) is then described by 
Simulation setting
Next, we explain the simulation setting of our optimization problem. We discretize the stochastic processes of stocks A i , stocks B i , and the spreads X i formulated in Equations (2.1-2.3) as follows:
where δ i (t k ) and ε i (t k ) are random numbers sampled from the standard normal distribution with the following correlations:
We then generate S sample paths by the Monte Carlo method. At time t k+1 , the rate of return of the portfolio on path s is described by We then define a transaction cost function c 
where c is the coefficient of transaction cost and h
B0i (t k ) are the weights of stocks A i and B i , respectively, at the beginning of period t k . The weights are given by
.
Objective function
The objective function is defined by using the return of the portfolio based on the weights h
Bi (t k ). Practitioners usually evaluate their strategy by return, risk, and cost. The empirical studies of Gatev et al. [4] , Adachi [1] , and Hakamada [5] are also based on these components. On path s, the expected return, expected cost, and portfolio risk from t 1 to t K , respectively, are defined by
The objective function is then defined as follows:
where α 1 , and α 2 are the penalties of cost and risk, respectively.
Transaction rule
The decision variables in our problem are the holding weights h
Bi (t k ). In general, if the holding weights achieve a high objective value, no constraints should be imposed. However, unconstrained holding weights are difficult to manage because they can dynamically change under the high degree of freedom of the problem. Moreover, the optimization problem becomes too complex to solve.
Elliott et al. [3] showed that fund management based on the threshold rule (as explained in Section 1) is an optimal pairs trading strategy. Because it is easily understood, the threshold rule commonly used by investors and by researchers engaged in empirical studies.
Therefore, we apply this rule to decide the holding weights and calculate the optimal thresholds by using the DFO method. First, we define the constant opening/closing thresholds τ , and the optimal holding weights of each pair, we solve the following problem:
where h i is the initially allocated weight of pair i. On the basis of this weight, investors allocate their money to each pair. Thereafter, they manage each pair by applying the threshold rule to the optimal thresholds τ o i and τ c i . This large-scale simulation based optimization problem includes non-continuous variables under a predetermined rule. Such a problem cannot be solved by a standard mathematical programming approach but is tractable using the DFO method, a non-linear optimization method that does not require the objective function derivative. As is well known, problems with a convex-minimized objective function and several decision variables find a precise optimal solution (Conn et al. [2] ). Hibiki and Yamamoto [6, 7] applied the DFO method in their recent studies of financial applications.
Basic Analysis 3.1. Problem setting
In this section, we apply our model to real market data and perform numerical experiments. We selected 10 pairs from different industries and acquired their daily rate of return from April 1, 2013 to March 31, 2014. The pairs are summarized in Table 1 . Following Yamamoto and Hibiki [13] , we estimated the simulation parameters of each pair from the daily rate of return. The results are shown in Table 2 * . Other parameters were set as follows: the number of simulation S = 10, 000, period T = 250, rebalance interval ∆t = 0.004(1/250), risk-free rate r f = 0.04%, and transaction cost coefficient c = 0.3%. The problem was solved on Panasonic Let's note(Windows 7, 2.53GHz, 4GB) using Numerical Optimizer Ver.16.1(add on Numerical Optimizer/DFO) (NTT DATA Mathematical Systems Inc. [9] ).
Problem characteristics
In this subsection, we characterize the optimal solution of the two pairs problem. The input data are pairs 1 and 2 in Table 1 .
The results for α 1 = 1, α 2 = 1 are presented in Table 3 . Brackets show the optimal opening/closing thresholds of the equivalent single-pair problem (N = 1) proposed by Yamamoto and Hibiki [13] .
As shown in the table, the problem was solved in approximately 1,300 seconds, and the optimal opening/closing thresholds are consistent with the single-pair problem. Moreover, the optimal holding weights differ from the 50%(1/N portfolio) used in early studies. * Correlation coefficients among all pairs are omitted because of space limitations. Both plots are concave, confirming that the DFO method will likely find the global optimal solution.
Contribution of decision variables to objective value
In this subsection, we computationally determine the contributions of the decision variables to the objective value. The four optimization problems are defined in Table 4 .
Strategy 1: Same threshold and equal allocation
This simple strategy is adopted in almost all empirical studies. Following Gatev et al. [4] , we set the thresholds τ 
Strategy 2: Different thresholds and equal allocation
We use the optimal thresholds for each pair to solve the single-pair trading model proposed by Yamamoto and Hibiki [13] and the same holding weights h i = 1/N, i = 1, 2, . . . , N . This strategy is an extension of Strategy 1.
Strategy 3: Same threshold and optimal allocation
This strategy solves the problem (2.11), fixing the opening/closing thresholds to those used in Strategy 1 and optimizing the holding weight. This strategy is another extension of Strategy 1.
Strategy 4: Different thresholds and optimal allocation
This strategy implements our proposed model, solving the problem (2.11) by the DFO method.
The optimal solutions of each strategy are listed in Table 5 . Underlines show the decision variables. Relative to Strategy 1, Strategy 2 increases the objective value by 3%, but Strategy 3 exerts little effect. This indicates that the objective value benefits from varying the opening threshold but is relatively insensitive to the holding weight, probably because the optimal holding weight is close to 50%. The optimal solutions of Strategies 2 and 4 are almost identical, indicating that the holding weight and opening threshold are independent variables. 3.4. Separation of the problem Problem (2.11) (Strategy 4) is intractable when the number of pairs N is large, because the DFO method is unsuitable for problems with many decision variables. On the basis of the above results, we propose two algorithms for solving the problem (2.11).
Separated Problem 1:SP1
Step 1. Problem (2.11) is solved by the DFO method under the following constraints:
Step 2. Let (τ o i ) * , i = 1, 2, . . . , N be the optimal solution of Step 1. The optimal holding weight is derived by the problem (2.11) under the following constraints:
Separated Problem 2:SP2
Step 1 The SP1 formulation assumes that the holding weight and thresholds do not interact, as inferred in subsection 3.3. Meanwhile, the SP2 formulation is based on the concordance of the thresholds of problem (2.11) in the cases of N > 1 and N = 1, as inferred in subsection 3.2.
Step 1 of SP1 optimizes N decision variables in one run of the DFO method. On the other hand, Step 1 of SP2 optimizes two decision variables in N runs of the DFO method. The computational time of this problem should rapidly increase with increasing number of decision variables. Thus, the computational time of SP2 is smaller than that of SP1 when the number of decision variables is large.
The optimal solutions of each problem are compared in Table 6 . Hereafter, the optimization problem (2.11) is called "Integrated Problem (IP)". The three methods yield very similar objective values. However, the computational time of IP is approximately double that of SP2 and quadruple that of SP1. This confirms that the holding weight and threshold are independent variables. Moreover, the optimal thresholds of problem (2.11) are almost identical for N > 1 and N = 1. Table 7 lists the objective values and computational times for different numbers of pairs N . This computation uses the first N pairs in Table 1 . The reported results are averaged over 10 cases with different random seeds. The standard deviations of the CPU times are indicated in parentheses. The upper limit of the computation time was set to 30,000 seconds.
When N = 5, the IP requires 20,000 seconds of runtime versus approximately 5,000 and 4,000 seconds for SP1 and SP2, respectively. All approaches yield the same objective value. Therefore, the proposed algorithms (SP1 and SP2) find the same optimal solution as IP within a much shorter time.
When N ≥ 4, the computational time of SP1 exceeds that of SP2. Above, we mentioned that the computational time of Step 1 in SP1 grows rapidly with N . Thus, SP2 is more effective than SP1 when the number of pairs N is large.
Sensitivity Analysis
This section clarifies the characteristics of the optimal pairs trading strategy and checks the accuracy of the optimal solution to the separated problem. To this end, we conducted (1357) a sensitivity analysis of the model parameters in the two-pairs problem (pairs 1 and 2 in Table 1 ). We report the averages of 10 cases evolved from different random seeds. First, we confirm the sensitivity of the optimal solution to the spread parameter. Figure  4 plots the objective values of the integrated and second separated problems (IP and SP2) and the relative error of these objective values ((IP−SP2)/SP2), respectively (left panel) and the optimal opening thresholds of the two pairs and the holding weight of pair 1 (right panel) as functions of the speed of spread 1. The optimal closing threshold is almost zero in all cases. The objective values of IP and SP2 are almost identical. As the spread speed of pair 1 increases, the objective value increases, the opening threshold of pair 1 decreases, and the holding weight of pair 1 increases. This means that the number of constructing a position by setting a small opening threshold increases, enabling a high return. Figure 5 relates the objective value and optimal solution to the volatility of spread 1 (η 1 ). As a function of the volatility of spread 1, the objective value and optimal solution behave similarly to Figure 4 , indicating that spread speed and volatility exert similar effects on the return of pair 1. The same results were reported for N = 1 in Yamamoto and Hibiki [13] .
Next, we relate the optimal solution to the correlations between pairs 1 and 2, specifically, the correlations between spreads X 1 and X 2 , spread X 1 and stock B 2 , and stocks B 1 and
The relationship between the optimal solution and the correlation between spreads X 1 and X 2 (ρ X 1 ,X 2 ) in plotted in Figure 6 . The objective value is maximized at correlations around zero, thus, the optimal holding weight is approximately 50%. This means that diversification affects the objective value by decreasing the portfolio risk. These figures confirm that the optimal solution is much less sensitive to ρ X 1 ,B 2 and ρ B 1 ,B 2 . In addition, the objective values of IP and SP2 coincide in almost all cases.
Finally, we relate the optimal solution to the penalty parameters. The relationships between the optimization results and the cost and risk penalties (α 1 , α 2 , respectively) are plotted in Figures 9 and 10 , respectively.
As the penalties increase, the optimal solutions disfavor construction of a position, as determined for N = 1 in Yamamoto and Hibiki [13] . From these results, The proposed algorithm (SP2) finds the same optimal solution as the integrated problem (IP) within a shorter computational time.
Finally, we summarize the characteristics of the optimal pairs trading strategy determined in the above analysis.
• Almost all closing thresholds are zero because the spread process was assumed as a mean reversion process.
• The holding weight is independent of the opening/closing thresholds.
• The opening thresholds do not interact in the multiple-pairs analysis. Thus the singlepair and multiple-pairs problem yield the same opening thresholds.
• The opening threshold is affected by the speed and volatility of the spread of a pair. • The objective value is high when two spreads are completely uncorrelated but is unaffected by the spread-stock and stock-stock correlations.
• In the optimal solution, the investor should not construct a position when the risk and cost penalties are high.
Algorithm for Solving Large-scale Problems 5.1. Algorithm
This section proposes our efficient heuristic algorithm for solving large-scale problems. This algorithm is based on the characteristics of the optimal solution in the former analysis. First, we add the following four settings to the model.
Fix the closing thresholds to zero
In Sections 3 and 4 of the present paper and also in Yamamoto and Hibiki [13] , the closing thresholds were almost always zero. Moreover, a zero closing threshold was assumed in early empirical studies such as Gatev et al. [4] . Therefore, we set 
Represent the opening thresholds by an exponential function
In Section 4 and also in Yamamoto and Hibiki [13] , the opening thresholds decreased with increasing volatility of the spread. Therefore, we express the opening thresholds by the following exponential function of the volatility:
where p 1 , p 2 , and p 3 are parameters of the exponential function. Under this assumption, the number of decision variables is three for any number of pairs.
3. Separate the optimal threshold and optimal allocation problems To reduce the computational time, we separate the optimal threshold and optimal allocation problems.
Optimize the holding weight by a mean-variance model
To further reduce the computational time, we replace the simulation based optimization model with a standard mean-variance model to optimize the holding weight.
Then we propose the following heuristic algorithm by iteratively solving the separated problems.
Algorithm. Iterative Method
Step 1. Initialization.
Step 2. Solve the optimal threshold problem.
Solve the following optimization problem by the DFO method:
This step solves the problem (2.11) with fixed holding weights and closing thresholds. It calculates the optimal parameters p * 1 , p * 2 , and p * 3 , denoting the decision variables of the exponential function.
After solving the problem (5.1), the optimal thresholds are calculated from the optimal parameters p * 1 , p * 2 , and p * 3 as follows:
Step 3. Solve the optimal allocation problem. 
Then the optimal allocation h * i , i = 1, 2, . . . , N is determined by solving the following quadratic programming problem: 
Computational experiments
To validate our proposed heuristic algorithm, we examine the relationship between the optimal solution and the number of pairs. For this purpose, we solve the same problems in Table 7 using proposed heuristic algorithm. The results are appended to the results of Table 7 in Table 8 . Here, the heuristic algorithm is denoted by "HA". The heuristic algorithm significantly reduces the computational time when the number of pairs is large (N ≥ 7). In particular, when N = 9 or 10, the heuristic algorithm returns an optimal solution in approximately half the time of SP2. Moreover, all algorithms return very similar objective values.
These results confirm that our proposed heuristic algorithm efficiently solves the target problem when the number of pairs is large without compromising the computational accuracy.
Conclusions and Future Directions
We formulated the optimal pairs trading strategy problem for multiple pairs under actual fund management conditions. The threshold trading rule and other problem settings refer to practical fund management and empirical studies. When the number of pairs is small, this problem can be accurately solved by the derivative free optimization (DFO) method. In a series of computational experiments, we determined the characteristics of the solutions.
From the results of the computation experiments, we also proposed an efficient algorithm for solving this optimization problem on large scales. In computational validation tests, the heuristic algorithm solved the problem within a practical computational time while maintaining the accuracy of the objective value.
We believe that our model will assist practitioners adopting this investment strategy and application studies based on the DFO method.
